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The paradoxical combination approach to architectural "sens-based" Uli - Friendly interiors and landscapes, noticeable traces of his philosophy is one of so we must respect flow or change. winds our client's their demands. such as motion. they create a new part. I just see.

DESIGN ICON:
Rosa Loveto. He is extremely organic. His most beautiful piece is his DNA staircase.

CURRENT PROJECT:
We are working on a luxury high-rise property in Sunny Isles Beach called the Regalia. It's an important project for Miami as an example of how to do things right.

IDEAL COLLABORATION:
Working with Dror Benshetrit. He is an industrial designer but we share the same way of thinking — whatever he is creating is done with humanity in mind.

MOST MEMORABLE PROJECT:
We were hired to illuminate a horse stable. Horses have a different visual range from us and get nervous when approached from their periphery. So we chose to illuminate the stable in a way that the horses were never casting shadows to their side.

EVERY HOMEOWNER SHOULD:
Pay attention to detail. If you really want to sit in a house to raise children, entertain,